Please be aware that grades can only be recorded in PABO/FlexNow if this sheet is filled out correctly. You are required to register for your module exam in PABO in the semester you will finish both courses or finish the second course in the module.

Title of course you participate in: __________________________________________________________

Lecturer: _____________________________________________________________________________

Course code: __________________________________________________________________________

Semester, in which the credits/grade should be attained: O WiSe 20____ / O SoSe 20____

Number of CPs you need to gain: O 3 CP or O 6 CP or O or other – please specify

O SL (non-graded assessment - Pass/Fail) O PL (graded assessment)

O OrMo – Orientation module (Lecture Series [3 CP], Course 1 [6 CP], Course 2 [6 CP])
O SuStuMo – Supplementary Studies (Option 1 [3 CP]; Option 2 [6 CP])
O AWE 1 – Academic Work Experience 1
O AWE 2 – Academic Work Experience 2
O ExMo 1 – Extension module 1 (Course 1 [3 CP]; Course 2 [6 CP])
O ExMo 2 – Extension module 2 (Course 1 [3 CP]; Course 2 [6 CP])
O SpecMo – Specialisation module (Course 1 [6 CP]; Course 2 [6 CP])
O ReMo - Research Module (9 CP)

Modes of Assessment
O RESEARCH-BASED TERM PAPER O PORTFOLIO
O PRESENTATION O PRESENTING WORK IN PROGRESS
O other (please specify) ________________________________________________________________

Title of 2nd course of module: ___________________________________________________________________

Lecturer: _____________________________________________________________________________

Course code: __________________________________________________________________________

Semester, in which the credits/grade should be attained: O WiSe 20____ / O SoSe 20____

Number of CPs you need to gain: O 3 CP or O 6 CP or O or other – please specify

O SL (non-graded assessment - Pass/Fail) O PL (graded assessment)

Student details:
Surname, first name: ______________________________________________________________________

Email address: __________________________________________________________________________

Matriculation number: _____________________________________________________________________

Course of studies: □ M.A. English-Speaking Cultures □ Other (please specify)